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Dear Colleagues,

Conference Series llc LTD., is delighted to welcome you to Wellington for the Prestigious 2nd Global Experts Meet On STD-AIDS and Infectious Diseases. STD-AIDS Congress 2019 will focus on “Advancing Innovative Treatments and Therapeutics in Preventing STD-AIDS and Infectious Diseases”. We are confident that you will enjoy the Scientific Program of this upcoming Conference.

We look forward to see you at Wellington.

With Regards,

STD-AIDS Congress 2019
Operating Committee, Conference Series LLC Conferences
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Venue
Wellington

Important Dates
Abstract submission opens: October 01, 2018
Registration opens: October 05, 2018
Early bird registration: January 05, 2019
On spot registration: April 08, 2019

Accommodation
A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for STD-AIDS Congress 2019 participants are proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Center can be easily reached by public transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship
An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the fields of Aquaculture and Fisheries.

About Wellington
Wellington is the capital city and second swarmed urban area of New Zealand. Wellington is New Zealand's political core interest. It has the parliament, the head work environments of all Government Ministries and Departments. Wellington is moreover the social point of convergence of New Zealand. Of urban networks in the Asia Pacific area, it is situated third (2014) behind Auckland and Sydney. Wellington’s beautiful ordinary harbor and green slants decorated with layered country territories of traveler bequests are noticeable with tourists. The city has an abundance of amusement and unwinding openings. It is in like manner a limited city with a thrilling scene and sound structure. There are various parks, gardens, eminent houses, presentation lobbies and distinctive spots of energy for and around Wellington, New Zealand. Conspicuous attractions in Wellington consolidate the Te Papa Museum, Wellington Cable Car, Kapiti Island Nature Reserve and the Wellington Zoo. The central city region of Wellington is the place to see performing articulations, particularly cunning move, theater and melodic shows. Off the float is the staggeringly well-known feathered animal refuge Kapiti Island. The warm environment and released up lifestyle of this zone have delivered an indulgent style of country life.